ALL-INCLUSIVE TOUCHSCREEN VOTING SOLUTION

Premium
Voting Machine
Enriching the Election Experience
User-centered designed, the Premium Voting Machine includes
the highest levels of usability, accessibility and security,
guaranteeing independent voting for all voters.
This machine can feature as a:
Direct-recording electronic (DRE) voting machine; with
VVPAT;
Electronic ballot marking device (BMD) with optional
tabulation.
The Premium Voting Machine comes as a tabletop model, or
fully embedded into its own case, which can also function as
a voting booth.

Highly Usable

Optimized for All

Highest Levels of Security

Intuitive interface

Simpliﬁed voting process

Vote integrity guaranteed

Embedded instructions

Convenience

Tamper evident seals & sensors

Fully accessible

Deployment eﬃciency

Extensive audit mechanisms

Highly Usable

The embedded software instructions, the clean hardware interface, visual voting
cues, and contextual help provide everyone with a highly usable voting experience.
Voters with disabilities beneﬁt from the accessibility platform and can vote, verify
and cast their vote autonomously.
The Premium Voting Machine provides a VVPAT behind the glass of the Cut&Drop
printer allowing any voter to verify their vote independently. This printer can be
embedded, or added separately.

Optimized for All

With Smartmatic's Premium Voting Machine, voting processes are simpliﬁed, even
when the ballot is complex, allowing voters a convenient voting experience.
Poll workers’ responsibilities are eased by the machine’s set up simplicity and
guided instructions, minimizing the need for training.

Highest Levels
of Security

The Premium Voting Machine has been reviewed by independent security
specialists. Integrity of the vote is guaranteed by the combination of:
multiple layers of security controls;
tamper evident seals and sensors;
the option of a VVPAT;
and a unique end-to-end auditability layer.

Customizable

Every jurisdiction has unique needs, therefore supported messages and languages,
behavior parameters and validations, ballot handling, and voting experience
timeouts are completely customizable.
The machine can also include a bar code reader to scan the QR code of a pre-marked
ballot for faster voting processes at polling places.

Key Features of the Premium Voting Machine
VVSG 1.1 certiﬁcation in process
Privacy Panels
ABLE
Headphones
Sip and Puﬀ Switch
Buddy Buttons

Clean voter interface without distractions
3'' behind the glass automatic
Cut&Drop printer

Trusted platform module,
secure booth architecture

Thermal printer slot

Intuitive interface

Large 17” capacitive
touchscreen

Dual smart card reader

Barcode scanner
Activation token slot

Carry case, which functions as a voting booth

Our clients beneﬁt from our complete portfolio of solutions to make election administration more eﬃcient and transparent.
We lead the electronic voting industry with our solutions, geographical presence and technological advancements.
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